
I. INFORMATIVE DATA  

ENGLISH PROGRAM 

SECTION: Elementary  
DEPARTMENT: Foreign Language  
COURSE: Fourth Grade  
SCHOOL YEAR: 2021-2022  

II. STUDENT’S EXIT PROFILE  

LISTENING: Recognize expressions, words, and sentences in simple spoken texts  

related to the learner’s personal, educational, and social background.  

READING: Understand and identify simple informational, transactional, and expository  

texts—a single phrase at a time—picking up familiar names, words, and basic phrases  

and rereading as required.  

SPEAKING: Interact and participate in brief informal discussions in a simple way by  

asking and answering simple questions about the learners’ personal, educational, and  

social background.  

WRITING: Produce informational, transactional, and expository texts consisting of a  sequence 

of simple sentences that have more detail and show more variety in lexical range  and sentence 

structure.  

III. CONTENT OF THE PROGRAM 

CONTENT BY UNIT  DATE 

UNIDAD 1. WHO WE ARE  
Diagnostics, Class Agreements, Introduction to  
Language Arts Our school: Vocabulary related 
to  subjects and musical instruments  

Use of love, like and don`t/doesn’t like  

Reading: Johnny’s story. Decode, sequence and 

solve  a problem Vocabulary about food. Reading: 

The golden  apple  

There is/There are: Sentences and 

Questions   

 

Mayo - Junio 
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UNIDAD 2. Where we are in place and 
time Vocabulary: Daily tasks  

Grammar: Frequency adverbs and time   

Reading: Arnold and the robot, Saving   

water Vocabulary about towns and   

directions Reading: Up high  

Reading: Directions   

Prepositions of place and Present  

continuous 

Junio - Julio 
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UNIDAD 3. How we express ourselves  

Vocabulary about sea creatures  

Reading: What Christine found. Caring for nature  

Grammar: Was and were: Affirmative and 

negative  sentences. Questions  

Vocabulary related to technology and 

numbers  

Reading: The cave. Being resourceful 

Grammar: Comparatives and Superlatives of 

adjectives.  

 

Agosto - 
Septiembre 

UNIDAD 4. How we organize ourselves  

Vocabulary related to health  

Reading: Sophia saves the day. Helping   

others Simple past with regular and 

irregular  verbs. Simple past with irregular 

verbs.  

Ed- endings 

Octubre - Noviembre 

UNIDAD 5. How the world works  

Vocabulary related to countries  

Reading: Showing interest in other 

cultures.  Simple past: affirmative 

sentences  

Simple past: negative sentences   

Simple past: Questions 

Noviembre -  
Diciembre 

UNIDAD 6. Sharing the planet  

Vocabulary about weather  

Reading: Holidays with Grandma. Changing 

perceptions  Future tense: Going to: Sentences  

Future tense: Going to: Questions 

Enero - Febrero 
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